
ENNEAGRAM TYPE 2 - FEELING TRIAD - THE HELPER 

➤ 2s passion is pride or the need to be needed. In the Enneagram, pride is the inability/
unwillingness to acknowledge ones own needs and suffering while tending to the needs of 
someone else. 

➤ Once engaged 2s don’t know how much to give so they tend to give too much. 2s are always 
on the make; they are always seducing you; 2s give all of their power away to others which 
makes them super vulnerable.  

➤ 2s deny they need anything so they’re free to care for others (sometimes consciously 
sometimes not). Women in American society often are mistyped or asked to behave as 2s 
because of this types ability to express empathy and fulfill the role of caretakers.  

➤ They can give fully of themselves; they believe they can only gain your approval by meeting 
your needs. 2s believe that if they can’t meet your needs then you won’t have a need for them; 
they want you to need them (this may be healthy and unhealthy). 

➤ The expectation of getting something in return is usually hidden, the strings attached are the 
responsibility of the 2, so 2s must ask themselves these questions: why am I doing this? 
What do I expect in return? And does this other person want this help?  

➤ 2s don’t respond to tasks that are theoretical, that don’t involve people. 2s know the stories 
that make up other peoples lives. They make groups cohere because they know everyone 
else’s stories.  

➤ Talk Style: SYMPATHIES, HELP & ADVICE, and PRAISE & COMPLIMENTS. “So much as 
hint that you need something and an immature Two will chime in with “helpful” suggestions 
(or their plan to help you). The problem is that not everybody at the party wants a Helper 
getting all up in their business” (The Road Back To You, page 119). 

➤ 2s on a prayer retreat: they pray for everyone else. When not at the prayer retreat a less 
healthy 2 will spend a lot of time helping people who don’t want their help. 

2-3-4 engage and disengage the world through 
their heart/emotions and their shame.



ENNEAGRAM TYPE 3 - FEELING TRIAD - THE ACHIEVER 

➤ 3s passion is deceit which occurs when 3s believe they are their ego selves. They put a lot of 
energy into creating an image that will give you what you want. They are shapeshifters. 
Deceit isn’t lying, it’s fooling oneself. They deceive others by playing the role that they think 
the crowd wants then buy their own shtick. This leads to feeling like a fraud. 

➤ 3s are the poster child for any group that you are a part of because they are able to alter 
themselves to get approval. They think everyone else is doing this too, so they are more 
cynical and suspicious of others. 

➤ 3s are goal setters and they often reach their goals. Without goals life is boring; they are 
multi-taskers. 3s make everything grow. 3s tend to be positive and optimistic even when they 
don’t feel that way. They can hide any feeling. They are great salespeople; there are lots of 
pastor 3s. America is a 3 society and many Americans are well acquainted with 3 behaviors. 

➤ 3s can hear you better if they’re multi-tasking (typing, etc). If they’re not doing something 
else it’s harder for them to hear you, so don’t demand that they listen to you in the same way 
you listen to them. 

➤ 3s struggle the most with their own real feelings. They are ashamed that they don’t know 
themselves and hide behind their image. They cannot imagine that we’d love them for what’s 
behind their image. 

➤ 3s want to lead and want you to follow, but 3s will just leave you behind if you don’t follow. 
They are great at “reading the room” but least accurate in reading feelings in another person. 

➤ Talk Style: SALES PITCHES, PROPAGANDA, and SELF PROMOTION leading to group 
interest promotion. 3s are excellent at motivational speeches and stories of success. 

➤ 3s on a prayer retreat are affirming of everything else people offer up because they want to be 
“successful” at what we suggest. 3s struggle the most with their own real feelings. They are 
ashamed that they don’t know themselves and hide behind their image. They cannot imagine 
that we’d love them for what’s behind their image. 

2-3-4 engage and disengage the world through 
their heart/emotions and their shame.



ENNEAGRAM TYPE 4 - FEELING TRIAD - THE ROMANTIC 

➤ 4s passion is envy based on the feeling that something is missing, not jealousy of another; 
They want to be like you because you seem to be comfortable in the world and they want 
that. They’re looking for something or someone to complete them. 

➤ 4s struggle with abandonment; they are the tragic victim on the enneagram; they focus on 
what’s missing. 

➤ They are the only personality type which can hold another’s pain/loss without having to fix it. 
4s are the most complex type in the enneagram. 

➤ 4s often question how long their relationship with you is going to last, and they don’t “do” 
shallow well. Immature 4s may engage in a push/pull type of relationship. They are afraid 
that they love you so much that they wouldn’t be ok if they lost you so they push you away. 
Then they are afraid that you don’t know how much they love you, so they pull you back in. 

➤ 4s crave emotional intensity, so they re-intensify their feelings. 4s can spot disingenuousness 
a mile away. They are creative and pull creativity out of everyone else. 

➤ 4s need to be heard, known, and understood. They yearn for authenticity. They will not sell 
out for something that they don’t really want.  

➤ 4s see themselves as deeply flawed, they believe that we don’t understand them and they’re 
right; the best message for 4s is to not try to be understood by many; try to be understood, 
accepted and loved by a few. 

➤ Talk Style: LAMENTS and SAD STORIES. Most 4s could teach Anguish and Yearning as a 
Second Language. 4s know the power of a poetic turn of phrase; they can and do express 
themselves. 

➤ 4s on a prayer retreat: They are into really into it. They especially enjoy the stories of the 
martyrs.  

2-3-4 engage and disengage the world through 
their heart/emotions and their shame.



ENNEAGRAM TYPE 5 - THINKING TRIAD - THE INVESTIGATOR 

➤ 5s passion is avarice. It’s a greed for knowledge and privacy, they horde the necessities that 
insure a private existence, so they may have a simple lifestyle; they are often minimalists. 

➤ 5s have a need is to perceive, to fully understand. They see themselves as rational and 
everyone else as irrational. They think their point of view is often different. 

➤ 5s energy is limited; it’s like manna in that they have a certain amount for today, and it cannot 
be kept in reserve for tomorrow. 5s believe they don’t have enough inner resources; they 
believe too much time with others will be too costly for them so they plan adequate resources 
for themselves so they don’t have to rely on you. 

➤ 5s like computers/texting because they can communicate with you without having to be with 
you. 5s in your life may text you at midnight so they don’t have to hear back from you right 
away and spend any of their manna energy on a discussion. 

➤ 5s process without emotion which can be a valued gift to the rest of us. They don’t feel the 
need to join in; you cannot talk them into something that’s not theirs to hold/do. 

➤ 5s are they only ones who can be truly neutral because they can be truly detached. 5s are not 
socially aggressive. They are the most emotionally detached of all types. This means that they 
can let feelings go, but it doesn’t mean that they don’t have feelings. 

➤ Men in American society often are mistyped or asked to behave as 5s because of this types 
ability confidently know the right answer and remain emotionally distant. 5s believe 
knowledge keeps them safe in a fearful world so they hoard it and are careful with it.  

➤ Talk Style: LECTURES, THESES, and, PRESENTATION. Detailed explanations, informative 
displays of knowledge, definitions, facts, precise instructions, logical and rational arguments are 
all part of a 5s talk style. If you ask a 5 what they feels like, they’ll tell you what they think. 

➤ 5s on a prayer retreat: They won’t go on a prayer retreat; it costs them too much. Unless, of 
course, it’s a silent retreat done independently.  

5-6-7 engage and disengage the world through 
their head/thinking and their distress/fear.



ENNEAGRAM TYPE 6 - THINKING TRIAD - THE LOYALIST 

➤ 6s passion is fear, but really it’s anxiety. They are concerned about the future; they are even 
fearful when things are going well. They are “yes, but…” people. 

➤ 6s can instantly visualize their fear; they manage their fear through worst case scenario 
planning. It’s patronizing to say don’t worry to a 6. 

➤ 6s have high security needs and need for control; they are joiners who are loyal to what they 
join. Most 6s think everyone else is as fearful as they are. 

➤ 6s are able to take the second-in-command position and they’re loyal. 6s have time for you. 

➤ 6s ask lots of questions, hard questions, this should teach us that they want us to ask them 
questions; they’re trying to figure out what’s theirs to do. 6s think that thinking about a 
project is akin to doing it. 

➤ Richard Rohr, Suzanne Stabile and many enneagram teachers suggest that there are more 6s 
in the world than any other type, as many as half of all people are 6s. They are looking for 
courage in a fearful world, so they look to experts for advice. However, they’re real growing 
edge isn’t in gaining expert knowledge but being faithful which involves waiting, and waiting 
is hard to do when you’re afraid.  

➤ 6s can be motivated by both phobic and counter phobic tendencies. A phobic 6 would rather 
surrender than push because loyalty to authority gives them security. A counter phobic 6 
would rather rebel than submit because pushing against their distress may ultimately conquer 
their fear.  

➤ Talk Style: CAUTIONS, CAVEATS, SETTING LIMITS with “but what if…” statements, and 
GROUP THOUGHT such as “my church says… the Pastor says… we all think…” Because of 
this tendency toward group thought originality is very problematic for them. 

➤ 6s on a prayer retreat: they’ll be there and glad to be part of the group, but they don’t want to 
share (because they’re fearful) and they don’t trust themselves 

5-6-7 engage and disengage the world through 
their head/thinking and their distress/fear.



ENNEAGRAM TYPE 7 - THINKING TRIAD - THE ENTHUSIAST 

➤ 7s passion is gluttony: a desire to fill oneself with experiences, but 7s can never get enough. 
7s need to learn that less is more. The motivation for this gluttony is a need to avoid pain. 

➤ Because 7s are based in a core reaction of fear along with 5s and 6s (labeled as distress in the 
graphic above) they don’t know that they’re often very popular and followed by many. 7s are 
charmers. They keep a smoke screen of activity going as another way to avoid pain. 

➤ 7s are the most prone to addiction. Healthy 7s learn to lean into sobriety as the opposite of 
gluttony. This leads to following things through to their ends.  

➤ 7s can be manipulative. 7s procrastinate because if the plan is deficient they’ll have to do it 
again, and if it’s successful they’ll be asked to do it again.  

➤ 7s are deep but we don’t recognize their depth because we’re too busy laughing with them. 
They value flexibility and dread being stuck in pain. They consistently frame everything 
towards the happy optimistic side. 

➤ 7s can reframe almost anything. When a 7 comes across something that they cannot reframe 
into the positive this can become a bottomless pit of grief. 7s have to learn that they can feel 
real pain and that they’ll make it through that feeling. 

➤ 7s don’t need security like the 6 in that they are not motivated by/for security, being stable 
and secure is a turn-off. They don’t look like they’re afraid like the rest of us. They look 
cheerful and optimistic, but they are reframing their fear/negative into a positive. Tricks of 
denial are an art form for 7s. 

➤ 7s insist on spontaneity and are excellent brainstormers. Without 7s we’d have a lot less fun.  

➤ Talk Style: ANECDOTES, BRAINSTORMING, and STORYTELLING 

➤ 7s on a prayer retreat: “now why would I want to empty myself when I’ve spent so much on 
filling myself up?” They’ll come and provide undesired levity at appropriate and inappropriate 
times. 

5-6-7 engage and disengage the world through 
their head/thinking and their distress/fear.



ENNEAGRAM TYPE 8 - DOING TRIAD - THE CHALLENGER 

➤ 8s passion is lust. 8 lustiness displays as intensity and lust for life. They have a need to stand 
independently; often we experience this as a need to stand against. They are often energized 
when they participate in discussions in which people disagree. They have oppositional energy; 
they more know what they stand against than what they stand for. 

➤ 8s have more physical energy than any other type. 8s put that energy out all of the time. They 
are black & white thinkers and see life dualistically, so they’re gut instinct is that others are 
either a friend or a foe. 8s will maybe trust ten people in their whole lifetime. 

➤ 8s only respect you when you’re willing to go all out, and you’re only visible to them if you 
have your own energy. Average 8s can’t help but take over if there’s a gap, pause, or space in 
leadership. A lot of missionaries are 8s.  

➤ 8 leaders like competition because the energy is high. All 8s test everybody; they challenge 
and test authority. Unhealthy 8s will create a controversy just to escape their boredom. 

➤ Control is central to 8s. They don’t want to be in charge of you, but they don’t want you to be 
in charge of them. Healthy 8s want their power to be our power. They have a heart for the 
underdog and the courage to take on oppressors and dictators. 

➤ 8s often act instinctually, from their gut without thinking; they often find it hard to know, 
experience and express their more tender needs of being held/nurtured/being taken care of by 
others outside of a chosen few who are in their inner circle. 

➤ More than in any other type there is a gender gap in American society towards 8s. We praise 
male 8s for their command, leadership, and decisive instincts while condemning these same 
expressions in female 8s.  

➤ Talk Style: COMMANDS and DIATRIBES. 8s argue, debate, take aim and score points with 
parting shots. 8s say “Do this my way”; they talk in imperatives. 

➤ 8s on a prayer retreat: they don’t go because they don’t want you managing their time/energy. 

8-9-1 engage and disengage the world through 
their body/doing, their instinct and their anger.



ENNEAGRAM TYPE 9 - DOING TRIAD - THE PEACEMAKER 

➤ 9s passion is sloth. It’s not laziness but more like a desire to be unaffected by life. 9s have the 
least energy of all types, because they are bound internally (they keep in anything that will 
cause conflict) and externally (they keep out anything that will steal their peace). Suzanne 
Stabile describes 9s this way: “they start slow and then taper off.” 

➤ 9s are self forgetting. They forget their own personal needs and instead merge with others 
because having a personal agenda may bring disharmony. This merging with others leads to 
staying in relationships beyond what others consider a healthy level of loyalty. According to 
many Enneagram teachers there are a lot of 9s in the world; second in population only to 6s.  

➤ 9s are fence-sitters who struggle with priorities. There’s security in non-decision. They replace 
essentials with non-essential substitutes (often merging with the essentials of another). 

➤ 9s can be active and engaged, but there isn’t much focus to their engagement. They are aware 
of other peoples agendas, yet they often do not bow to peer pressure; this makes them natural 
mediators. The counter to their slothfulness is right action. When a 9 is healthy they will get 
a sense or call that will focus them, and they will risk their peace for right action. 

➤ 9s aren’t so sure that they’re right. They see two sides to everything which can be a gift but 
also leads to indecision. They find it easier to just go along and keep the peace. When 9s are 
quiet it doesn’t mean they agree with you; they’re just aren’t talking. 

➤ 9s are the least complex of all of the types. 9s self question but they don’t self doubt. When 
9s look inside themselves they get confused because there isn’t anyone to merge with in there. 
9s have a consistent ability to reconnect (merge) after years apart, but don’t expect them to 
initiate the reconnection. 

➤ 9 anger burns slow and is defensive. It comes out as passive aggressive and stubborn behavior. 

➤ Talk Style: CHRONICLES, SAGAS, and EPICS. 9s day dream aloud voicing vague notions, 
wondering and meandering though casual conversation. They are the bard in every hero’s story.  

➤ 9s on a prayer retreat: they come and say they loved it (because they’ve slept through it). 

8-9-1 engage and disengage the world through 
their body/doing, their instinct and their anger.



ENNEAGRAM TYPE 1 - DOING TRIAD - THE PERFECTIONIST 

➤ 1s passion is anger; it is better understood in 1s as resentment. 1s repress their anger so it’s not 
the problem; it’s the cause of the problem. If you ask a 1 if they’re angry they often say no; they’re 
stressed, frustrated, or anything but angry. They seldom know what they are angry about; they 
push it down until it explodes. 1s perfect something as management for their anger. Richard Rohr 
is a 1. He says when the world is going to hell he cleans his bathroom until it’s perfect. 

➤ 1s are always dissatisfied with something. They have a need to correct what’s wrong. They have 
a primal feeling of not being good enough and a relentless inner critic saying “why would you 
do what you just did?” The voice of the inner critic is only there for the 1. The inner critic not 
part of a wing or if you move to 1 in stress/security (types 4 and 7). 

➤ 1s assume we all have an inner critic and that we’re not listening to ours. They make lists to 
improve themselves and others, and get resentful that others don’t do as much as they do to 
reach the perfection in their mind. They notice errors where others do not. They struggle to 
be understood; they compulsively re-load the dish washer. 

➤ 1s do not take criticism well; their inner critic already criticizes them endlessly, yet when they 
criticize you they think it’s to help you. 1s level the playing field by critiquing others with the 
same vengeance as their internal critic critiques them. 

➤ 1s run on accountability; they like to have a feedback system. They are honest, loyal, and 
respond to vulnerability in others but don’t respond to it in themselves. Prone to black and 
white thinking: if something is wrong then everything is wrong. 1s cannot hear a compliment 
face to face and hold it; write a note, and leave it for them. 

➤ Talk Style: SERMONS, PREACHING, and TEACHING. 1s are often saying “that’s not right” 
in their head and then out loud. They use words like “should” and “ought”. They admonish, 
correct, and remind us of our obligations to one another.   

➤ 1s on a prayer retreat: they get abused by their inner critic. They benefit from prayer beads to 
measure their prayer work. 1s need to learn how to hold two things at once: both-and instead 
of either-or.

8-9-1 engage and disengage the world through 
their body/doing, their instinct and their anger.


